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(+1)8702089871 - https://locations.wendys.com/united-states/ar/wynne/804-highway-
64-e

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Wendy's from Wynne. Currently, there are 15 courses and
drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What David Smith likes about Wendy's:
Good food and friendly service have not had any problems with my orders or service will recommend to

everyone I know. Thank you for your service and friendly atmosphere to everyone that works there. read more.
The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical

disabilities. What Sherrie Durkee doesn't like about Wendy's:
I just stopped at this location. First they handed me the wrong drink. When I handed back to the guy he asked if I
had taken a drink from it. I told him no but I hope regardless I hope they don’t give it to who it was intended for.
As I was driving off I noticed my sandwich was made incorrectly. I went back to the speaker and let them know.
When I got to the window they did immediately give me my sandwich. I was abou... read more. For the small

hunger in between, Wendy's from Wynne offers scrumptious sandwiches, small salads, and other small meals,
as well as cold and hot beverages, The guests of the restaurant are also thrilled with the comprehensive

selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers. As a rule, most meals are prepared
quickly for you and served.
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00-00:00
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Wednesday 10:00-00:00
Thursday 10:00-00:00
Friday 10:00-01:00
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Sunday 10:00-00:00
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